Crew Races
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A golden opportunity to win a race was
wafted upon Harvard's prow as the Harvard
crew took the lead after the Leander's dis-
appearance four minutes into the race.

The Cardinal, rowing in 6.61, decided to
begin the race with the help of a clear sky.

The Harvard crew took advantage of the
wind and held the lead at the quarter mile.

Frantically, Harvard rowed itself to the
lead at the halfway point.

The Cardinal, with Harvard still in the
lead, continued to row. Harvard defeated the
Cardinal in the eventual final meet by more
than one mile.

Crewmen singed rubber into the air to
lighten the course for the Harvard crew.

The Cardinal, now in second place, was
drifting astern and Harvard was rowing into
the lead.

Harvard continued to row and pass the
Cardinal as the race progressed.

Crewmen sang a song to lighten the air
and the Harvard crew took advantage of the
wind to win the race.
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